Uptake of Matchmaker Training soars in time for Valentine's Day as
more people turn to dating offline
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The UK's leading training school for matchmakers, Matchmaker Academy, reports a 40% growth as more people
than ever turn to professional cupids to find love.
Despite an abundance of dating apps and websites, old fashioned dating is on the rise with singletons
switching off and wanting to meet people in the 'real world'.
Matchmaker Academy founder Caroline Brealey says:
"Singles have become jaded with online dating. They're fed up of dates cancelling at the last minute,
going awol after weeks of talking or turning up and not being like their profile. People who are serious
about finding long term love are enlisting the help of modern day matchmakers to help. To keep up with
demand, we're seeing an increase in the number of people completing our matchmaker certification course
and setting up their own dating agencies."
After running award winning dating agency Mutual Attraction for several years, Caroline set up the
Matchmaker Academy as a way of supporting budding matchmakers and ensuring high quality standards applied
across the industry.
Many of the matchmaker trainees who complete the online course or attend a training weekend, are women
looking for a more exciting and flexible day job. As a matchmaker they can expect to spend their days
meeting singletons over coffee rather than being sat behind a desk.
The matchmaker trainees come from all over the Globe but a large portion are from the UK and China where
matchmakers are carrying on the tradition of making matches that last a lifetime.
Award winning matchmaker and Matchmaker Academy graduate Clare Hughes from Soiree Society NI says:
In Northern Ireland the matchmaking business is booming, we've never been busier as we go into our 5th
year. I had thought of doing matchmaking for years but didn't see a way of making a career out of it
until I came across the Matchmaker Academy. The course taught me there's far more to being a successful
matchmaker than simply connecting 2 people.
With Valentine's Day looming, founder Caroline Brealey shares the 5 fundamental must haves needed to be a
top matchmaker.
Have you got what it takes to be a professional matchmaker?
1)Unrivalled network of eligible singletons
Every matchmaker needs a bulging little black book of commitment minded singles. However many singles you
have in your network you will need 10x as many so there's no rest for the wicked, you need to be out
networking singles every day.
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2)Challenge a client's perception of a perfect match
A great matchmaker doesn't just nod and agree, they ask 'why?' when a client says their partner must have
a certain quality or must look a certain way. Usually it's these must have's that have stopped them from
meeting someone great. Like living within a 20 minute radius of their house. We're pretty sure someone
would travel 45 minutes for their soulmate…hopefully!
3)A keen eye and a natural gut intuition
A matchmaker's gut intuition about a match is rarely wrong. As a matchmaker you'll meet every one of your
members in person so you need to be tuned into your natural feelings about who would be a great couple
together and why.
4)Empathy, energy and enthusiasm
You'll have clients who have been heartbroken and ones who have been the heartbreaker. You'll need bounds
of energy to keep your client's energy levels high and keep them excited for dating.
5)Good listener
Matchmakers hear all the juicy bits about relationships - good and bad. You'll hear stories of
heartbreak, loss and the amazing one's that got away. Being able to listen and be compassionate (and
confidential!) is key for a matchmaker.

For more information and photos contact Caroline Brealey
Email: caroline@mutualattraction.co.uk
Phone: 0203 432 1001
website: www.matchmakeracademy.co.uk & www.matchmakeracademyonline.co.uk
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